STOP the Insanity
From App Overload
to Workplace Zen

In today’s workplace, employees use an
array of apps to work faster and smarter.
But as apps proliferate exponentially,
they’re ironically making work more
disruptive, and costing companies billions.

AN ANATOMY OF APP OVERLOAD
Wasted time at work costs billions of dollars a year.

68%

69% of workers WASTE UP
TO 60 MINUTES a day navigating
between apps

Toggle
between
apps up to
10 TIMES
AN HOUR

60
MINUTES

That’s up to 32 DAYS
a YEAR

Workplace disruption is the new normal.
App overload isn’t just about the number of apps — it’s the broken flow, too.

56%

31%

find searching
for information
in different
apps
DISRUPTIVE

have LOST
THEIR TRAIN OF
THOUGHT while
navigating
between apps

A GLOBAL FEELING OF FRUSTRATION
Workplace apps are meant to foster collaboration, and yet, workers around the world
are frustrated with the head-spinning array of communication channels.

Household
chores

Dealing with
an insurance
company

53%

46 %

Paying
bills

52%

50%

Navigating apps
is more annoying
than:

45 %

Junk
mail

Trying to
lose weight

Spam
emails

45%

DRINKING FROM THE FIRE HOSE
Welcome to the era of infinity messages.
Workplace conversations are dominated by:

Email 53%
Phone calls 44%
Team messaging 32%
Text messaging 29%
Workers use an average of
FOUR COMMUNICATIONS
APPS

In-person meetings 19%

70%

Social media posts 16%
Audio conference calls 13%

of workers find their
communications volume
CHALLENGING

Video conference calls 11%

ONE PLATFORM TO RULE THEM ALL
From the ashes of a broken system, a unified experience shall rise.
Workers believe a unified platform
will help them:

66

%

67
more
65% Be
productive
work feel
64% Help
less chaotic
%

of workers want
A SINGLE
PLATFORM
for all their
communications

Achieve a
better workflow

ZEN ACHIEVED
The cultural change in the workplace is in full swing, moving towards a single
communications platform that promotes workplace zen and productivity.
Top five benefits of an integrated approach:

54%

Time savings

52%

Increased
organization

51%

Better
communication
with colleagues

51%

Increased
productivity

31%

A feeling
of control
over work
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